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What are the sizes of each plot?

There are plans of each plot below in Annex A - in total the areas 
amount to 413 m2 and both the spaces called ‘Amenity Lawns’ and 
‘Shrubs and Shrub borders’ can all be included in the plans and planting.

Do I need to provide all the gardening equipment, from the 
ground preparation through to the volunteers tools?

The university’s External Estates can provide other resources (some 
labour, tools and machinery etc) but this would be dependent on other 
seasonal activities and ensuring core works around all the university’s 
estates are maintainable.

Equipment for volunteers such as spades, forks etc will be made 
available when the activity is taking place but if volunteers require 
access to tools on an ad hoc basis then the commission will need 
to fund these (as they tend to go walkabout and need storing or 
transporting to site!).

Will it be down to me to make contact with refugee/migrant 
organisations and the other stakeholders mentioned in the 
call?

The academics involved have contacts with migrant and refugee 
organisations and they will manage that engagement. External Estates 
are already on board and will liaise with the artist/team, Brigstow will  
take responsibility for the students (for example we might recruit a PhD 
student from Film to film/interview – anything that involves interviewing 
people will be carried out by Brigstow and the academics as there will 
need to be various approvals including ethics). And I think it’s fair to say 
that we (Brigstow) would work closely with the artist throughout.

Are you expecting a classroom to be built?

We use the term 'classroom' fairly loosely. So it may simply be the 
garden as a space to gather around for conversation.
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What flexibility is there over the time frame? Would there be 
flexibility to extend the end point?

Do you mean the end point of the garden?  We would be flexible 
around this - we'd want some planting this season but are open to the 
approach you would wish to pursue. We do think of this as a work in 
progress anyway, and perhaps for the community to be involved in the 
development. For example people might want to be involved in some 
aspects of the planning and perhaps bring plants they might have 
already raised/change the planting later. But essentially there is no 
final deadline – although we’d like the conversations to take place this 
year.

Are there any more photos of the plots?

No, but you could look on google maps, or at drone footage we link to 
below to explore the area remotely:

• Google maps:
• Google map pin: https://goo.gl/maps/

BQKMqWVBZCx5YMVDA
• Google map walking view: https://www.google.com/

maps/@51.4584517,-2.6012238,2a,75y,244.06h,71.88t/
data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1slKtug-V0E0TOyIu5BEdChQ!2e0!7i13
312!8i6656

• Drone footage.
You could also have a look at this drone footage of the garden 
https://youtu.be/nVtSWa0s1w4. You can see Plot A in the 
distance at 9 seconds, the whole of Plot A at 13-15 seconds, 
and then again at 49 seconds to 1min 2 seconds. You can see 
Plot B briefly at 30-33 seconds (to the left of the blue building 
you can see in the distance) and then at 47/48 seconds. You can 
see both plots at 56 seconds and a screen grab with the plots 
labelled is pasted in at the end of this document.

https://goo.gl/maps/BQKMqWVBZCx5YMVDA
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https://www.google.com/maps/@51.4584517,-2.6012238,2a,75y,244.06h,71.88t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1slKtug-V
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